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Why this book -- what is so exciting in the field of breast cancer? Take a look:*Many early breast

cancers, with timely and appropriate treatments, are now curable.*The five-year survival rate of

cancers confined to the milk ducts and milk lobules (DCIS & LCIS) has gone up to 100%.The

five-year survival of Stage 1 (larger tumor or lymph node-positive tumor) has gone up to almost

90%.*Combination of 3-D and Digital Mammograms Reduces False Positive Mammograms by 14%

& Weeds out Invasive Ductal Carcinoma by 39%.*For the first time FDA labels a promising & new

breast cancer drug the title of "Breakthrough" drug which doubles Progression Free Survival and

extends overall survival (Ch:13).*Do Aspirin, Ibuprofen, Advil, Aleve...Help Reduce Recurrence Risk

for Hormone-Receptor-Positive Breast Cancer & spread into lymph glands? Yes!*Do you - or

someone you know -- have advanced breast cancer? Don&apos;t be disappointed. Familiarize

yourselves with the latest guidelines for the management of advanced stage breast cancer issued

by International Panel of experts.*Do You Have Hormone Receptor Positive or HER-2 positive

Breast Cancer? Don&apos;t lose Hope: Read About Two New Breakthrough Drugs.*During the past

60 years, regardless of how advanced the breast cancer is, the average number of women who

survive for 10 years has increased by 300%. And about 90% of women diagnosed with breast

cancer will survive at least 10 years.*Even the survival of women with breast cancer far gone to

distant organs has increased to almost 700 percent. The National Cancer Institute reported that the

number of cancer survivors in the United States has increased to an all-time high of 12 million

(400% increase since 1971).*Modern breakthroughs have converted a killer disease into a chronic

disorder. Women with breast cancer metastasized to their bones, lungs and liver now live for years

and years.*Some young women with limited metastasis might even be cured!
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Dr. Memon has managed to explain in plain language the complex and intricate science to all of us

and at the same time answered some of the most practical questions patients have. Although the

deaths due to breast cancer may have declined, the fear of this deadly disease never reduces for

the patients. The key to manage the fear is high quality and practical information and that is exactly

Dr. Memon has achieved in this book. The language is simple, the pictures are clear and the

explanation is succinct. This book is highly recommended to those in need of clear explanation of

options and alternative treatment of this disease.

The most simplified, patient friendly and complete book on breast cancer. I am a physician and

although I am not a cancer specialist I have many patients who deal with this challenging disease.

Breast cancer management is constantly evolving and its hard to keep up with all the new

developments. Sattar has done a wonderful job and a great service for patients as well has family

and friends of people dealing with this challenging disease. I would recommend this book for

everyone interested in understanding breast cancer.Syed Rizvi MDAssociate Professor of Clinical

NeurosciencesBrown university

Dr. Memon has done a wonderful job by writing this very practical book in a plain language

providing useful comprehensive information about breast cancer.Being a practicing Internist, my

patient and I deal regularly with this ghastly cancer. I have often recommended this Q&A book to

many of my patients to help them understand the condition and to learn the latest available options.I

applaud Dr. Memon for keeping up with the latest research and updating the book each year.Amrut

R. Patel, MDPractiving Internist.



This review is for the (2015) edition.Lots of exciting and interesting material here. Mostly readable -

there is some repetition of information, and sometimes an odd word or punctuation choice, but this

is an invaluable resource to see all the most recent research studies on different kinds of breast

cancer. It may help women of different ages or stages of breast cancer ask better questions about

their proposed treatment plans.The drawings and illustrations are also helpful, but they require

zooming in to really see them; they are TINY on my Kindle fire, and might not be helpful on a

paperwhite or old school Kindle.The question and answer format is extremely helpful. All in all, it's a

must for your breast cancer shelves.

What an informative book! I have had a number of friends and family members who have suffered

from this horrific disease. Some who have won the battle and sadly some who have not. This recent

book as well as the previous one by this author have been so informative and hopeful to breast

cancer patients. I accompanied a family member who was diagnosed with breast cancer at a very

young age to all of her appointments and treatments.We felt well equipped with information on

understanding this disease ,knowing what questions to ask and what treatments were available to

her and what she felt comfortable with because of this book. I think every woman, even if you don't

have breast cancer should have this book in your personal library. You could help save the life of a

family member, a friend or even yourself someday. W.Jean Khan

Excellent book on Breast Cancer, I highly recommend it. Easy to read and covers everything.

Being the daughter of someone who lost their life to breast cancer,I found this book was incredibly

informative. This book is very thorough, organized and easy to read and understand. I highly

recommend this book! The more we know!

This of all Breast Cancer books, this book with eye-catching illustrations and up to date information

including the brand new "Immunotherapy" is amazing. Life saving QNA book.
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